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Background: While early promising results with drug-eluting stents and enthusiasm for their use have been tempered by the relatively rare but 
devastating development of late and very late stent thrombosis (LST/ VLST), the precise mechanisms responsible for the latter complication remain 
incompletely understood. OCT having high resolution would contribute to disclose these phenomenons. 
Methods and Results: We prospectively performed IVUS guided PCI in 44 patients with SES (30 pts) and BMS (14 pts). A total of 6132 struts 
were observed in a total of 847 slices by every 1 mm (7.2 stent struts per slice) at 10-month follow-up. Incomplete stent apposition (ISA) was 
defined as separation of a stent strut from the inner vessel wall by a distance between the surface of the stent strut and vessel wall greater than or 
equal to the axial resolution of the OCT plus the width of the stent strut (i.e. 160 μm). ISA was more frequently observed in SES than BMS (p<0.001) 
(Table). While OCT-detected thrombus formation was found in SES, such thrombus was not seen in BMS (Table). Whilst OCT-detected thrombus was 
visualized in 20% of SES struts with ISA, OCT-detected thrombus was observed in 2% of SES struts with well apposition (p<0.001) (Table). 
Conclusions: While ISA without neointimal hyperplasia was significantly associated with the presence of OCT-detected thrombus after SES at 
follow-up, such phenomena was not seen after BMS at follow-up. ISA by OCT could be a potent substrate for LST/ VLST after drug-eluting stent.
SES BMS p
No. of slice 580 267 -
ISA (n, %) 61 (11%) 3 (1%) <0.001
Thrombus (n, %) 12 (20%)* 0 (0%) -
Well apposed (n, %) 519 (89%) 264 (99%) <0.001
Thrombus (n, %) 10 (2%)* 0 (0%) -
*: p<0.001
